
 

 

Broad Heath Primary School 
School Council Agenda 

 
School Council Meeting:  

Date:  Tuesday 9th April 2019 at 12.30pm 
Parents Room 

 
Years 2, 3 and 4 Meeting 

Present: RRK, MM (Governor), LP, Hamza, Shahzaib, Jawariya, Alexis, Mikolaj, Elyas, 
Benai, Abubaker, Inaaya, Saffiyah, Luxor, Ayaan, Kaila, Manvi, Kaif 

Absent: Yumna, Layla, Ravi 
Introductions 

Agenda: 
 

1. How was Science project week? What do we like? What could be better? 

Year 2- It was really good because we got to learn about the environment and use lots of 

different materials. We investigated and explored. We enjoyed dinosaur week. We invented 

dinosaur wee and poo we enjoyed this. 

Year 3- We made some light circuits we enjoyed the more able science workshop. It would be 

better to have more workshops. We explored the journey of light and made our own torches and 

found out how light switches worked. 

Year 4- The journey of the rain drop we all enjoyed learning about this, we visited Swanswell 

park to look at the rubbish. We would like to learn more about oceans, we re-enacted the 

journey of the workshop, we enjoyed watching the mad scientist. 
 

2. Broad Heath Behaviour Bricks-Please share ideas for new bricks. 

Year 2- Homework bricks, swimming brick, blogging brick, citizen brick, safety brick 

Year 3- A hardworking brick, subject bricks, eating before the next group comes in brick, singing 

brick, a whole class brick, swimming kit brick 

Year 4-Caring brick, DRA brick, kindness brick, honesty brick, positive play brick. Would be nice to 

have a brick to keep on the wall for winning the brick wall. 

 

3. Brick wall Display-Comments 

Year 2- The class really liked it, Children had good things to say about it and really eye catching, 

maybe it should be a surprise for the next prize. 

Year 3- Showcases all the brilliant children at the school and encourages with the next prize on 

offer.  It is wonderful! 

Year 4- Amazing good to see future rewards. Could be bigger, some of it is covered by the 

Gruffalo. 
 

4. Broad Heath Behaviour Buddy’s-Suggested font and placing on a fluorescent hi vis vest 

Year 2 - Badge at the front, behaviour buddy on the back – All classes agreed 

Year 3 - Badge at the front, behaviour buddy on the back – All classes agreed 

Year 4 – Badge at the front, behaviour buddy on the back – All classes agreed 



 

 

5. What lunchtime activities do you see happening? 

Year 2- Football, hula hoop, hot potato and splat, Hop scotch, skipping, basketball. 

Year 3- Muga, extra time on the adventure playground, chalk to draw with lots on offer 

Year 4- Miss Roberts monkey ball and Mr Strong’s basketball, Bulldog with Mr Inman 

Children shared lots of activities that were now being offered to choose from. 
 

6. British Values work-Thoughts so far 

Year 2- The class feel like they are being better individuals, loved litter picking and share that the 

sessions help us to know how to behave now and when we are older. 

Year 3- Awesome because we have lots of fun and helps us to be caring and how to respect 

others and ourselves, Fun we learnt about individual liberty and not judging on what people look 

like. 

Year 4- Learnt how to be fair, Excited about the practical part for the memorial garden world 

war. 
 

7. Extra Choosing Time in class for those that follow the rules-End of half term prize for any child 

not in the Behaviour Book-Reminder to children 

The children had requested this weekly, but we talked about compromise and how this prize was 

listening to the children and adults. 

 

8. New initiative for Spring 2 Thoughts https://www.broadheath.coventry.sch.uk/the-dynamic-

dras-are-watching/ 

Year 2- It is making the children be better behaved, great idea some lovely prizes. 
Year 3- It is good because we are looking for who is being good and who is being fair. It 
encourages to be good at lunchtime and looks out for others and 2 in our class have won one 
each. 

Year 4- Good idea because it makes us want to be better behaved, wonderful and would like it 
more often and gives more purpose to the DA and encourages good behaviour outside the 
classroom. 
Would it be possible to have two prizes each week (one for each assembly)? 
 

9. Comments about school dinners. What they enjoy, don’t like etc. 

Year 2- We love jacket potato, more burgers and we don’t like sweet potato. Most popular are 
jacket potato and egg sandwich and sweet potato. 
Year 3- Sweet potato don’t like and sometimes both choices are not nice. Pizza bagels are 
delicious, shows us what a balanced diet looks like. Most Fridays we have fish and pizza. 
Year 4- Don’t like veggie rolls, we like that salad pasta but we dislike sweet potato. 
 

We talked about taste buds and having to try different foods a significant number of times before 
enjoying the taste. 

 

AOB: 
 

Check light switches around school office, Parents room, blue room-Are they labelled to remind staff 

to switch lights off to conserve energy? 

We walked around the school as far as the studio to check that light switches were labelled and the 

children made some suggestions as to where more labels/signs could be added. The children will let 

me know if they see any switches that are not sensor/automatic so they can have a sign put up by 

them. 

https://www.broadheath.coventry.sch.uk/the-dynamic-dras-are-watching/
https://www.broadheath.coventry.sch.uk/the-dynamic-dras-are-watching/

